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Established in December 2023, Pulse Network emerges as a 
comprehensive DeFi protocol, offering 3 primary services 
accompanied by various sub-features. Our goal is to simplify 
the process of initiating and launching a Solana project, 
ensuring maximum safety for prospective investors. With all 
the essential elements for launching your desired project on 
the Solana chain, we cover everything from initial setup to 
securing liquidity post a successful launch



The ILO/presale service, crafted to cater to the requirements of both 
investors and developers, provides diverse options for creators to customize 
their presale according to their preferences, ensuring transparency for 
investors. In addition to standard features, we present audit and KYC 
badges, carried out by our whitelisted partners, offering users extra insights 
into the presale they intend to join.



When developers list their tokens on decentralized exchanges, 
they receive LP tokens for contributing liquidity to the pool. 
However, the risk arises when these LP tokens are unlocked, as 
it opens the possibility of developers absconding with 
investors' funds by depleting pool liquidity. In 2023, we 
introduced Liquidity Lockers to address this concern, 
safeguarding investors and enhancing the security of 
investments. The locked tokens remain in a smart contract for 
a predetermined duration, preventing any withdrawal of 
liquidity from the pool until the unlock date has elapsed.



Through our staking contract and user interface, developers can 
establish custom staking pools for their communities to stake 
their preferred tokens. Additionally, developers can reward their 
communities with tokens of their choosing through dedicated 
reward pools.

Investors benefit from two boost options: time boost and pulse 
boost, providing heightened share weight and rewards.



While we strive to safeguard investors from potential 
scams, it's crucial to note that our platform is entirely 
decentralized, enabling anyone to create and launch a 
project through our launchpad. Prior to investing, always 
conduct your own research (DYOR) to understand the 
associated risks. This documentation does not constitute 
financial advice.


